
THEORIES AS THE BASIS FOR NURSING

theories and added a significant section discussing situation-specific nursing theories, Theoretical Basis for Nursing is
designed to be a basic nursing theory .

Clark J. Rodgers BL. The clarity of a particular concept could contribute to the construction of a body of
knowledge in a given area, and lack of clarity results in less consistent science than is desired. Borrowed and
shared theories[ edit ] Not all theories in nursing are unique nursing theories; many are borrowed or shared
with other disciplines. A model is a way of presenting a situation in such a way that it shows the logical terms
in order to showcase the structure of the original idea. This implies that concepts vary depending on their use
and the context in which they are applied. However, adopting a specific theory does not end conflict. An
adequate nursing diagnosis enables nurses to articulate several manifestations of patients to a concept, and this
concept can lead to a course of nursing action. All theories represent a set of concepts that project a systemic
view of a phenomenon. Concepts can also be understood as cognitive and abstract representations of perceived
reality built up by direct or indirect experiences  Mid-range nursing theories[ edit ] Middle-range nursing
theories are narrower in scope than grand nursing theories and offer an effective bridge between grand nursing
theories and nursing practice. A concept can be represented by a word grief, empathy , two words social
isolation, chronic pain , or a phrase health provider behaviors, multidisciplinary teamwork. Concepts comprise
abstract attributes of reality and, as a consequence, represent more than words and mental images because
those do not capture the complex nature of these attributes 5. Modelling and role-modelling, a theory and
paradigm for nursing, can be implemented in any setting. However, how can this offering be done? Nursing
practice theories provide frameworks for nursing interventions, and predict outcomes and the impact of
nursing practice. Studies that evaluate each diagnosis as a concept and that analyze relations between
diagnoses that express related concepts could support diagnostic decisions in nursing and, as a consequence,
advance professional practice  Defining characteristics and factors are related to nursing diagnoses. For this
reason, scientific research explores or tests possible articulations among these bricks with the purpose of
producing evidence to confirm, deny, or modify theories  J Adv Nurs. Such an approach helps the researchers
to explore and develop the concept that will be investigated  It also contributes to patient care by classifying
nursing phenomena and standardizing language among nurses. The main requirement of words that designate
the concept is that they are able to express throughout their meaning what really occurs in an empiric reality: i.
Health care agencies can designate a specific nursing theory to guide the nursing practice within the entire
organization. Theories and concepts that originated in related sciences have been borrowed by nurses to
explain and explore phenomena specific to nursing. Concepts, analysis, and the development of nursing
knowledge: the evolutionary cycle.


